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 Student GUIDE for SAFARI MONTAGE, Video & Multimedia Database 

Search for video clips, edit clips, and save all in one program 
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Where: Accessible only in school.  

On Library’s Homepage>Subscription Databases>VIDEO or Subject Links>VIDEO, or the STUDENTS Tab (top of 
each high school page) 
 
LIBRARY CATALOG ONLINE: Search for videos on a topic and receive links to videos on SAFARI Montage. Select 

DIGITAL RESOURCES next to Titles and click on title of the video. You must log in to watch video.   

 

How to Start: 

Log In to SAFARI Montage:  

School:  Lower Moreland HS  Username: your student ID. Password: your network password, then Log in.  
Do not check: “Remember me on this computer.” 
On the Player Detection page, click the link: “Remind me later. Continue on to SAFARI Montage.” 
 

TIP: Every time you use this database or open a presentation with hyperlinked clips from SAFARI Montage,  

YOU MUST LOG IN first to SAFARI Montage; otherwise your video clips will not play!  
 

SEARCH for Video, Audio, or Images and get simultaneous results 

Search Box: Top of screen near log out (quick like a Google search).   

 

Search Results: Your videos will be on the right side. On the left side, you can customize your results or not. 

     
GRADE RANGE leave as is or change to 9 – Adult. 
ALL PUBLISHERS is the default (keep) or select A&E, BBC, NASA, NOVA, PBS, and more. 
COPYRIGHT in: Keep default or change if you need current results (select by year) 
Media Types: Keep default. Your results are organized by type above the video results (right screen)  
Select “Closed-Captioned” to see text while playing the video (useful if students take notes) 
Find video in Spanish by selecting the Spanish box. Certain videos (even non Spanish topics) may play in 

Spanish (see Schlessinger, a video producer).  
 

Search by SUBJECTS (browse) is located on the top blue toolbar (next to Dashboard) 
     

PREVIEW VIDEOS (from your search results) 

 
On the right side, you will find links to the titles of full length videos with run times and summaries. You will not need to 
watch the entire video since each chapter is segmented into short video clips. 
 
Click on the TITLE of the video. 
 
Click on the green bar to open “Chapters and Key Concepts.” This indicates the run times and descriptions of the clips 
within each chapter. 
 

Read the descriptions of the clips. Press the PLAY key  to preview each video clip that you are considering. 

If the movie does not play, go to the top far right of the URL bar and click where there is a red X.  Make sure the 
“Always allow plug-ins on safari.lmtsd.org” is checked off. 

 
 

HOW TO SAVE VIDEO CLIPS to play alone or to insert into a PowerPoint or Prezi Presentation 

 
SAFARI Montage does not allow downloading video or saving due to copyright issues. This is similar to YouTube.  
 
There are several ways to “save” clips depending on whether you wish to edit your clip or not. 
 

http://safari.lmtsd.org/SAFARI/montage/smp_player_frame.php?keyindex=18292&chapterskeyindex=24109&location=local&page=product&play=1
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1. If you DO NOT NEED TO EDIT CLIP:  

Find the permanent link to the video clip you want.  How? 
 

Go to the “Actions” section above “Chapters” and click on PERMANENT LINKS. Now you will be able to find the 

specific link to the video clip from the chapter. 
Highlight the URL and Copy it. 
 
You may ADD this video clip to a Presentation. 

Open the presentation and copy the URL to a slide or a Prezi. 
              Hyperlink this URL to text (CTRL+V to paste URL) 
             When you play a presentation, your hyperlinked video (permanent URL) will open in SAFARI Montage.   

Turn closed-captioning on or off as the video continues to play. This is helpful for students’ note taking. 

 

TIP: Before you play your presentation, you must log in to SAFARI Montage; otherwise your video won’t play.  

 

2. If you want to EDIT your CLIP   You won’t need any other editing program like Windows Movie Maker. 

     
     An edited video clip is called a BOOKMARK and it must be saved in a PLAYLIST. 

             Be sure to create a NEW Playlist before you edit your clip. 
 

HOW TO CREATE a NEW PLAYLIST: 

Select the “PLAYLISTS” tab on the blue toolbar 

 
To organize subjects in folders, RIGHT CLICK on “My Playlists” and select CREATE. Name your new folder. 

Click on NEW and a New Playlist screen will appear 

             Create a TITLE for your Playlist (name of your topic)  
             Fill in Subject (optional) 
             Add a comment about the clip if you wish (for your eyes only) 

             Press SAVE on bottom of screen. 

To organize subjects in folders, RIGHT CLICK on “My Playlists” and select CREATE. Name your new folder. 

 

Find Bookmark Video Segment below the video screen. Play the video clip and decide if you want to shorten it.  

How to EDIT: You choose where you want to begin your clip (Start Point) and where you want to end 

it (End Point).  Note the length of time for your clip. It is very easy to redo here! 
 

“Preview Segment” to play your edited clip. 
 

If you are satisfied with your bookmark, click on “SAVE to PLAYLIST.” Your clip will be located 
in   the ACTIVE Playlist (in the top right corner). OPEN the link to your playlist. 

 
             In the green box, click on PERMANENT LINKS. This is a permanent link to your active playlist. 

              
You can copy this URL and Hyperlink this URL to text (CTRL+V to paste URL) in a slide in PowerPoint or a 
Prezi. 
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NOTE:  If you have multiple bookmarks (edited) for a presentation, put each one in its own 
Playlist.   

Each Playlist must have a different name.  This will be less confusing for you. 

  
            
When you play your presentation, your hyperlinked PLAYLIST will open in SAFARI Montage. Press play and full 
screen.  

    

  TIP: Before you play your presentation, you must log in to SAFARI Montage; otherwise your video 

won’t play.  
 
 
To RETURN to the FULL VIDEO, open your playlist. Look at your bookmark(s) and find the words “SEGMENT 
from MEDIA” followed by the link to various videos. 
 
 
 


